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KRYPTIC TH 

Improved Noise Cancelling Bluetooth Headphones 

 

Model number: Kryptic t-30 

 

Product Overview  
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Button  Function  Operation  

ANC switch  ANC on/off Switch the ANC to activate or deactivate the ANC mode  

 Power on/off  Press and hold MFB for 3-4 seconds  

 

Pairing mode  

Under power off mode, press and hold MFB for 5s until the LED indicator blinks 

RED and Blue light alternately  

 

Answer/end call  Press MFB button 1x  

Reject call  Press the MFB button 2x 

Voice assistant  Long press and release the MFB button to activate the voice assistant from 

your device  

Redial last number  Press the MFB button twice under Bluetooth connection status. 

Cleared Paired History  Under power off mode, long press MFB button until the LED indicator shows 

purple for 2 seconds  

Touch sensor  Play/Pause  Tap middle of touch pad 2x 

Volume up/down  Vertically slide up and down on touch pad  

Next/Previous Track  Horizontally slide forward or backward on touch pad  

Proximity sensor  Play/Pause Music  Take on headphones/ take off headphones  

 

Basic Operations  

Pair with Bluetooth device 

1. Long press the MFB button until the LED indicator blinks red and blue alternatively  

2. Turn on the Bluetooth function on your device  

3. Search and connect with KP35i 

4. The voice announcer will tell you your device has been connected  
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Reconnect  

The headphones will automatically pair with the last known device on file. Simply power on the device, 

make sure your device Bluetooth is on, and you will ready to go 

Activate/Deactivate the ANC mode  

Switch on the ANC to reduce 99.9% of the ambient noise. Switch it off if you want to hear the ambient 

noise. 

Activate/Deactivate the monitoring mode  

When the ANC mode is on, press the monitor button to activate the monitoring mode. Press again to 

activate the mode. Monitoring mode provides the convenience for hearing the ambient sound without 

taking off the headphones  

FAQs 

1. What is ANC? The active noise cancelling technology is a feature designed to eliminate almost 

100% of ambient noise in your environment. This allows you to enjoy your audio sounds without 

distractions. It is most effective at reducing low frequency noises such as those from airplanes 

engine or large crowds (frequency from 60Hz-800Hz) 

2. Why do I Hear noises with the ANC future on? The ANC feature is deployed for constant steady 

low frequency sounds. Sudden, irregular noises such as shouting, or car horns are not effectively 

cancelled out  

3. Does the monitoring mode work as a hearing aid? No, its not. The headphones are designed to 

capture the main audio frequencies under noisy environment  

4. Can I use my headphones when my battery runs out?  Yes, you can switch to wired mode with 

the provided 3.5mm audio cable. Please note that, all features will cease to work during this 

mode  

5. How do I charge my headphones? When battery is lower than 10%, the Bluetooth LED will blink 

red and you will hear a beep sound every 5 mins  

6. How does the dual connection work? Pair the headphone with device A, turn off the Bluetooth 

function of A and set the headphones into pairing mode (ambient indicator). Pair the 

headphone with B and turn on the Bluetooth of device A and pair again. Both devices are now 

connected. The above steps are for first time setups only. Device will connect automatically next 

time  

 

Product specs  

Bluetooth version:     5.0 

Bluetooth range:     >50ft  

Noise cancelling rate:     aprox 99% 

Supported Profiles:     HFP, HSP, A2DP, AVRCP 
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Audio codec:      AAC, aptX, aptx Low latency  

Audio impedance      32 ohm 

Charging time:      3.0 hours 

Input Power       5V, 1A 

Wired connection      3.5 mm audio cable  

Working time, Bluetooth only     30 hours  

Working time (Bluetooth + ANC)   25 hours 

 

Package contents  

Headphones 

USB c charging cable  

¼” stereo plug adapter  

Dual Plug adaptor  

Small mesh bag  

Hard case  

Care and Maintenance  

• Please consider turning off your headphones before retiring them after use. Make sure the ANC 

is turned off after use as this may drain your battery 

• The MFB will place a phone call if accidentally activated  

• Your device is NOT waterproof  

• Do not use abrasive cleaning solvents to clean headphones  

• Do not expose headphones to extreme temperature conditions  

• Best storage temperature has been determined to be 0-60 degree Celsius or 32-140 Fahrenheit  

• Do not dispose of in fire as may cause explosion  

• Incorrect charging may cause electric shock  

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC rules. Operation is subject to 2 conditions  

1. The device may not cause harmful interference  

2. This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may 

cause undesired operation  

 

 

 


